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Abstract: Dam-reservoir interaction is one of the classic coupled problems in which two various environments with different
physical characteristics are in contact with each other on interface boundary. Consideration of such interaction
is important in design of new dams as well as on safety evaluation of the existing ones. In the present study, the
effect of hydrodynamic pressures at various reservoir operational levels on seismic behavior of an arch dam is
investigated. Dez ultra-high arch dam in Iran was selected as case study and all contraction and peripheral joints
were simulated using node-to-node contact elements which have the ability of opening/closing and tangential
movement. In addition, stage construction effects including joint grouting based on available construction reports
were considered. The reservoir was assumed to be compressible and the foundation rock was modeled to account
for its flexibility. The TABAS earthquake record was used to excite the finite element model of dam-reservoirfoundation system. It was found that dam-reservoir interaction has significant structural effects on the system
and generally, operating the considered arch dam at different water levels can highly affects the distribution of the
crack prone area under the maximum credible earthquake.
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1.

Introduction

Numerical modeling of structure-reservoir interaction is
very important in seismic analysis of arch dams. In regions
of high seismicity and in cases of ultra-high dams, hydro∗
†
‡
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dynamic pressure can play an important role in design and
performance of these structures. Implementing a suitable
numerical model for reservoir and structure, appropriate
boundary conditions, appropriate modeling of interaction
between various media in coupled problem and suitable
seismic excitation are significant factors which can lead
to successful numerical analysis of an arch dam. Hydrodynamic pressure applied on upstream face of dams is affected from various factors which one of them is reservoir
water level. Generally, due to arch actions in horizon-
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tal and vertical directions within body of double curvature
arch dams, under static conditions, the structure can be
considered as safe at reservoir higher levels. In addition,
there is not notable nonlinear behavior of dam body under
static conditions at high water levels. However, the safety
state of the structure at various water levels when the system is under seismic excitation is questionable. Furthermore, the nonlinear behavior of dam body due to sliding
and opening/closing of contraction and peripheral joints
complicates the seismic behavior of the system. Fluidstructure interaction and hydrodynamic pressure effects
on seismic behavior of dams have been studied previously
by several investigators. Westergaard [1] was among the
first to solve equation of hydrodynamic pressure assuming several simplifications. Also the added-mass approach
was introduced which is usually valid only for excitation
frequencies lower than reservoir first frequency. Chopra
[2] analytically studied Helmholtz equation and found that
neglecting the compressibility of reservoir water under
horizontal excitation can lead to large errors in computation of lateral earthquake forces applied on upstream face.
It was concluded that disregarding the effect of vertical
component of earthquake has no considerable effect on final results [3]. The effects of water compressibility on arch
dam response were comprehensively studied by Chakraparti and Chopra [4, 5] and Hall and Chopra [6]. Sharan
[7] introduced a model for simulating the effect of radial
damping on far end boundary of reservoir. In his model, the
truncate boundary of reservoir was located at a small distance from the dam body. Akkose et al. [8] studied reservoir water level effects on nonlinear dynamic response of
arch dams using idealized elasto-plastic Drucker-Prager
model for mass concrete and also Lagrangian fluid finite
elements for reservoir domain. Bouaanani and Lu [9] used
the potential-base fluid finite elements for seismic analysis of dam-reservoir system and to obtain the hydrodynamic pressure on dam. Akköse and łimžek [10] investigated nonlinear behavior of gravity dams to near-fault
ground motions using Lagrangian element considering the
free surface sloshing effects. Hariri-Ardebili and Mirzabozorg [11] investigated the nonlinear seismic response
of arch dams under fluctuating reservoir water level using
smeared crack model. Kalateh and Attarnejad [12] used a
combined Eulerian-Lagrangian formulation for simulation
of the fluid-structure interaction and also considering the
acoustic cavitation effects on seismic response of concrete
dams. Hariri-Ardebili and Mirzabozorg [13] investigated
the dam-reservoir coupled system response using different mechanism of input ground motions and Eulerian fluid
finite elements. On the other hand, there are many research studies carried out on nonlinear behavior of joints
during seismic excitations. Lotfi and Epandar [14] used
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discrete crack method, non-orthogonal smeared crack and
combination of them for nonlinear seismic analysis of arch
dams. Wang and Li [15] studied contraction joint opening
behavior of arch dams by shaking table tests. Du and Tu
[16] combined explicit finite element method with transmitting boundary to study the effects of contraction joint
opening on the response of Xiaowan arch dam, but only
five joints were simulated. In addition, other researchers
such as Hu et al. [17], Barpi and Valente [18], Wang et
al. [20], and Dakoulas [21] considered the effects of joints
in nonlinear seismic analysis of concrete dams.
Sun [22] investigated the application of the shape memory alloy restrainer bars in reduction of the seismic response of arch dams with vertical contraction joints. Pan
et al. [23] compared three different procedures for the
seismic analysis of gravity and arch dams. These procedures include the extended finite element method with
cohesive constitutive relations, the crack band finite element method with plastic-damage relations, and the finite
element Drucker-Prager elasto-plastic model. Jiang et al.
[24] studied the effects of one-way and two-way shear
keys using a new added tangential nonlinear springs in
which the stiffness coefficient is relative to the joint opening and the relative tangential movement. They found
that the two-way shear keys are beneficial to restrain the
sliding displacement along both the radial and vertical
directions, whereas the one-way shear keys mainly restrain the displacement along the radial direction. Wang
et al. [25] studied the nonlinear seismic response of
the coupled dam-reservoir-foundation system. They found
that the massless foundation overestimates the maximum
joint opening, that is, the radiation damping of the semiunbounded foundation rock reduces joint opening. In addition water compressibility increases the maximum displacement but reduces the maximum joint opening. Mirzabozorg et al. [26] and Akbari et al. [27] investigated the
behavior of joints under non-uniform earthquake ground
motion. They found that the joint opening pattern under
the non-uniform motion is different from that obtained from
uniform motion.
In the present study, reservoir level variation effects on the
nonlinear seismic response of a high double curvature arch
dam including dam-reservoir-foundation interaction is investigated. The reservoir is assumed compressible and
the foundation rock is considered to be massless medium.
Nonlinear behavior is originated from modeling the coupled effects of the peripheral and contraction joints within
the dam body. In addition, stage construction and gradual impounding of the reservoir water are taken into account. It is worthy to note that the joint model is based on
discrete crack approach and the corresponding nonlinear
finite element model is named as NL-DCM.
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2. Non-linear discrete crack model
(NL-DCM)
In NL-DCM, as a global approach, a crack is represented as a discrete gap along the inter-element boundary. Growth of crack is determined by strength or fracture mechanics based on constitutive models. Progressive
physical discontinuity in the system is reflected instantaneously in finite element model by modifying the mesh
during analysis, Goodman et al. [28]. It is generally argued that nonlinear response of concrete dams is dominated by a few discrete long cracks. In present study,
for modeling vertical and peripheral joints within the dam
body as long discrete cracks, a special contact element is
used which is capable of modeling contact between two
adjacent nodes in 3D domain. This contact element supports compression in normal direction to plane of interface
and also shears in tangential direction. Figure 1 shows
the flowchart used for calculating the force in contact elements [29]. In this Figure, Vn indicates the state in normal direction to the plane of joint; Vr and Vs indicate the
state of considered contact element in tangential directions. Moreover, Figure 2 shows force-deflection relations
for both normal and tangential status. In this flowchart Fn ,
Fr and Fs are local components of force vector; Fg is sliding force at the joint; Ft is shear force resultant at the
joint; Kn and Kt are normal and tangential stiffness of the
joint and "a" is angle between two components of in-plane
shear.
As shown, the contact element cannot endure any tensile
force or stress, but when it is in compression, it can suffer
compression forces according to its normal stiffness coefficient and shear forces according to its tangential stiffness
coefficient. When shear force resultant in the joint exceeds the joint sliding resisting force, two nodes of the
element begin sliding with respect to each other. Joint
sliding force is calculated using the coulomb elastic friction law. In Figure 1, "c" is the cohesion factor and "µ" is
the friction coefficient given as:
µ = tan(φ)

(1)

where, φ is internal friction angle. From experimental
tests, the angle of internal coefficient is set 45◦ and consequently µ = 1.0.
Generally determination of exact values for normal and
tangential stiffness is impossible because there are many
unknown parameters in interaction and contact of two surfaces. For determination of appropriate values for Kn and
Kt large range of values were assumed and sensitivity of
results for these parameters were investigated. Generally
zero value for stiffness means that there is no interaction between two surface of contact and considering very

Figure 1.

Flowchart for calculating force at joints

Figure 2.

Force-deformation relations for joint

high values for stiffness coefficient means that two separate parts act as a unit part. In this regard, considering
240GPa/m for normal stiffness leads to opening of about
1mm in crest which is confirmed from the results obtained
from joint-meter at this level [30, 31]. In addition tangential stiffness has been assumed as 24GPa/m (10% normal stiffness) which is a reasonable value in concrete arch
dams. The values of Kn and Kt for peripheral joint are
considered as 210GPa/m and 16.8GPa/m respectively
[30].
The stiffness matrix for contact element in three various
states are written as:
1. Joint is numerically closed and there is no sliding
between two adjacent nodes:





[K ] = 





Kn
0
0 −Kn 0
0
0
Kt
0
0 −Kt 0 

0
0
Kt
0
0 −Kt 

.
−Kn 0
0
Kn
0
0 

0 −Kt 0
0
Kt
0 
0
0 −Kt 0
0
Kt

(2)

2. Joint is numerically closed but two nodes are sliding
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∂P(x, y, z, t)
= −ρw asn (x, y, z, t)
∂n

(6)

where asn is normal acceleration of dam body on upstream
face and n is normal vector on interface of dam-reservoir
outwards the body and finally, ρw is density of reservoir
water.

Figure 3.

3.2. Reservoir-foundation boundary condition

Boundary conditions for dam-reservoir-foundation

If there is no energy absorption on reservoir bottom, the
same boundary condition represented in Eqn. (6) can be
used. Reservoir bottom absorption effect can be implemented as:

on each other:





[K ] = 




Kn
0
0
−Kn
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0 −Kn
0 0
0 0
0 Kn
0 0
0 0


0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0





.




∂P(0, t)
∂P(0, t)
= −ρw an + q
∂n
∂t
(3)

3. Joint is numerically open. In this situation all stiffness matrix arrays must be zero, because there is
no contact between the two nodes.
[K ] = [0]6×6

(4)

3. Reservoir Governing Equation
and Boundary Conditions
Hydrodynamic pressure distribution in reservoir is governed by pressure wave equation. Assuming that water
is linearly compressible and neglecting viscosity, smallamplitude irrotational motion of water is governed by 3D
wave equation given as [32, 33]:
∇2 P(x, y, z) =

1
P̈(c, y, z, t)
c02

Dam-reservoir boundary condition

At fluid-structure interface, there must be no flow across
the face because the concrete dam is assumed to be impermeable. In the following equation, superscript "s" refers
to structure:
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where q is admittance coefficient and relation between q
and α (wave reflection coefficient at reservoir bottom and
sides) is expressed as:
α=

3.3.

1 − qc0
1 + qc0

(8)

Free-surface boundary condition

In high reservoirs, surface waves are negligible and hydrodynamic pressure on free surface is set to be zero.

3.4.

Reservoir-far-end boundary condition

For modeling far-end truncated boundary, viscous boundary condition (referred to as Sommerfeld boundary condition) is utilized to absorb completely outgoing pressure
waves given as:
∂p
1 ∂p
=−
∂n
c0 ∂t

(9)

(5)

where P is hydrodynamic pressure and co is velocity of
pressure wave in water. For earthquake excitation, condition at boundaries on dam-reservoir, reservoir-foundation,
reservoir-far-end and reservoir-free-surface (as shown in
Figure 3) are governed as presented in following sections.

3.1.

(7)

4. Numerical modeling of high arch
dams
Dez Dam is the thinnest arch dam in Iran and is one of the
thinnest high arch dams in the world which includes special features such as Pulvino and peripheral joints. Therefore, its seismic behavior can be unique which could be of
interest to engineers. This dam is a high double curvature
arch dam with 16 vertical joints and one peripheral joint
separating the main body from its concrete saddle structure called Pulvino (Figure 4a). Its total height is 203m
but the height above concrete plug (simulated height) is
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Table 1.

Main characteristics of Dez arch dam

Maximum height above the foundation 203.5m
Crest length

240m

Crest thickness

4.5m

Base thickness at body/Pulvino

21m/28m

Concrete volume (dam only)

328000m3

Concrete volume (dam and Pulvino)

142000m3

Crest height

354m asl*

Normal operational level

350m asl

*

Above sea level

194m. Also height of the main body is 186m. Dam is located in a narrow gorge at the Dez River, near the Dezful
city in Iran (Figure 4b) and was commissioned in 1963.
General characteristics of Dez arch dam are summarized
in Table 4 [31].

4.1.

Finite Element Model

The finite element model prepared for dam and foundation rock is presented in Figure 5. In this simulation, dam
body and Pulvino have 792 eight-node brick elements and
foundation is modeled by 3770 elements. The eight-node
brick elements have three translational degrees of freedom (DOF) at each node. In addition, Figure 6 shows
reservoir model and its boundaries which is modeled using
3660 eight-node fluid elements having three translational
DOFs and one pressure DOF at each node. Note that the
translational DOFs are active only at nodes which are on
the interface with solid elements. Moreover, 956 contact
elements are used for modeling contraction and peripheral
joints. Figure 7 shows contraction and peripheral joints
modeled using node-to-node contact elements. In addition material properties of concrete, rock and water are
summarized in Table 2 [31].

4.2.

Loading the coupled system

Applied loads on the system are dam body self-weight, hydrostatic pressure at various water levels and earthquake
load. It is worth noting that stage construction and grouting procedure (based on available construction reports)
are implemented when applying dam body self weight
on the model. In addition, impounding of the reservoir
is gradually to avoid instability in LN-DCM model and
to capture the effect of gradual impounding of the reservoir, since this is the case during actual impounding of
dams. Four considered reservoir levels are corresponding
to 28.9%, 52.1%, 79.9% and 96.9% of the simulated body
height which are referred to as levels I, II, III and IV ,
respectively. The level IV stands as normal water level

in Dez dam, the levels III and II are some of water levels
that Dez dam has experienced in past decade and level
I is the minimum water level for Dez dam since its operation in 1963. Figure 8 shows the capacity of the Dez
reservoir for various water levels calculated for year 2008
and estimated in year 2014. As it’s clear in this figure
the capacity of reservoir is decreased by time passing due
to accumulation of sediments. The system is excited at
foundation boundaries using TABAS earthquake records
scaled based on design spectrum of the dam site. This
ground motion was selected based on source characteristics, source-to-site transmission path properties and site
conditions. Many factors like source depth, size of rupture area, style of faulting, shear-wave velocity, damping
characteristics of crustal rock, rock properties, local soil
conditions at the site and topography of the site must be
considered for extracting site-specific ground motions.
Generally, there are two approaches for determining sitespecific response spectra, i.e. deterministic and probabilistic approaches. In the present study, results obtained
from deterministic method, that usually is used for defining Maximum Credible Earthquake (MCE) are utilized. In
this approach, typically earthquakes are selected by magnitude and location with respect to the site. Various attenuation models have been suggested for this approach.
For the Dez dam site, three attenuation models were selected and used to determine the response spectrum based
on Ambraseys and Douglas [33], Campbell and Bozorgnia [34] and Boore et al. [35] attenuation models. Table
3 shows Peak Ground Horizontal Acceleration (PGHA)
and Peak Ground Vertical Acceleration (PGVA) specified
for Dez dam site. After hazard analysis of the dam site,
design spectrums for horizontal and vertical components
were extracted considering ξ=5% as shown in Figure 9
and TABAS earthquake record was scaled based on these
spectrums. Total time duration of earthquake record is
48.9s and to reduce the computational time, only the10s
of earthquake was selected as significant time duration
of the record (as shown in Figure 10). Moreover, structural damping is taken to be 7% of critical damping. The
Newmark-β method is utilized to solve the coupled nonlinear problem of dam-reservoir-foundation model. It is
worthy to note that a significant load case in arch dams
is due to thermal loading. However, because the main
objective of the current study is to determine the effect of
reservoir water level variation on seismic behavior of the
system, thermal load is not applied on the dam body.
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Figure 4.

(a) General view of Dez Dam; (b) Location map of Dez Dam

Figure 5.

Finite element model of dam body and foundation rock
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Table 2.

Material properties of mass concrete, foundation rock and reservoir water.

Characteristics

Static condition

Dynamic condition

Isotropic Elasticity

40GPa

46GPa

Poisson’s Ratio

0.2

0.14

Density

2400 kg/m3

2400 kg/m3

Concrete

Uniaxial Compressive Strength (fc )static = 35MPa (fc )dynamic =36.5MPa
Uniaxial Tensile Strength

(ft )static = 3.4MPa (ft )dynamic = 5.1MPa

Isotropic Elasticity-Saturated
Foundation Isotropic Elasticity-Unsaturated

Table 3.

0.25

Density

1000 kg/m3

1000 kg/m3

Sound Velocity

1440 m/s

1440 m/s

Wave reflection coefficient

0.8

0.8

PGHA and PGVA for MCL based on deterministic analysis
of seismic sources

Model

Value

Campbell and Bozorgnia 0.538
PGHA (g)

PGVA (g)

5.

15GPa

0.25

Finite element model of reservoir and boundaries

Shaking direction

13GPa

15GPa

Poisson’s Ratio
Water

Figure 6.

13GPa

Ambraseys Douglas

0.412

Boore et al.

0.483

Mean

0.478

Campbell and Bozorgnia 0.437
Ambraseys Douglas

0.263

Mean

0.350

Results

Considering the importance of natural vibration modes, the
first 30 vibration modes of dam-reservoir-foundation system pertinent to four various water levels for NL-DCM
models are depicted in Figure 11. As seen in this Figure, dewatering the reservoir leads to decreasing vibration
periods in the first few modes although in higher modes,
effect of reservoir level is negligible. It should be noted

that only the effects of the initial stiffness and mass matrices are considered in calculation of the frequencies. In
the present study, the values of the normal and tangential stiffness coefficients are assumed to be same under
different water levels. Therefore, only the mass matrix is
updated with the change in reservoir water level. Figure
12 shows the mode shapes pertinent to modes 1, 2, 3, 10,
19 and 30 schematically. There is no considerable joint
opening for the lower modes, while for the higher modes
(with smaller participation factor in total vibration of the
dam) there is some opening/sliding in the lower parts of
the dam body. The lower modes have more regular shape
than the higher ones.

5.1.

Response along the crest

Figure 13 shows various nodes at the crest in which results are studied. It is noted that in this model, all nodes
are duplicated because of modeling joints with node-tonode contact elements. The time-history of crest displacement at central cantilever at four considered reservoir water levels is shown in Figure 14. Table 4 represents initial
(static) displacement of crest points in stream direction
for various reservoir water levels considering staged construction. As shown, the tendency of different blocks toward downstream (DS), positive direction, increases with
reservoir level rising. Moving from level III to IV , the
crest static displacement shows a significant increase. On
the other hand, comparing adjacent nodes, it can be seen
that they have different displacements before the start of
seismic analysis. This means that even before the seismic
action, there is some joint sliding between the dam blocks.
Table 5 represents maximum displacement at crown crest
nodes in stream direction experienced during seismic excitation. As shown in this Table, values in upstream (US)
direction decrease with reservoir rising. Values in down555
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Figure 7.

Dam body joints; peripheral joint (left); contraction joints (right)

Figure 9.
Figure 8.

Table 4.

Design response spectrum for Dez dam site in maximum
credible level

Capacity of Dez dam’s reservoir at various levels

Static (initial) displacement at center of crest in stream direction; NL-DCM

Static Displacement (mm)
Point A0

Point A

Level (IV)

53.73

52.13

Level (III)

33.48

31.88

Level (II)

27.00

25.43

Level (I)

25.83

24.26

stream direction decrease up to level III and then a sudden increase occurs at level IV . In addition, values of two
adjacent nodes at higher levels represent similar values
indicating less sliding at central joint of the dam body.
Comparing graphs depicted in Figure 14, at low water
levels despite lower expectation of nodal pressures ap556

Figure 10.

TABAS earthquake components recorded in TABAS station (L: stream direction, T: cross section direction, V:
vertical direction)
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Figure 11.

Comparison of vibrational periods considering the joints
effects

Figure 12.

Modes shapes pertinent to some natural vibrations of the
dam body; NL-DCM

plied on upstream face of the dam body, relative movement of adjacent blocks leads to more displacement of the
crest toward downstream direction. The Time history of
the crest displacement in two coincident nodes are almost
the same for the levels III and IV , showing that there is
no considerable joint sliding at crest level. On the other
hand, differences between displacement time-histories for
the level I and especially level II reveals that the crest
level experiences large joint sliding at these levels.

Figure 14.

Table 5.

Time-history of US/DS displacement for crest central
nodes; NL-DCM

Maximum displacement of the crest nodes in crown cantilever in stream direction; NL-DCM

Static Displacement (mm)

Level (IV)
Level (III)
Level (II)

Point A0

Point A

DS 103.95

103.11

US -37.25

-39.66

DS

47.82

47.31

US -70.17

-76.12

DS

69.95

US -94.13
Level (I)

DS

73.88

US -120.88

Figure 13.

Duplicated nodes in NL-DCM; A and A0 are central
nodes, B and B0 are left quarter nodes, C and C0 are
right quarter nodes

45.01
-106.65
77.24
-138.68

Comparing velocities and accelerations at the crest (Table
6), it can be found that rising the reservoir water level results in a decrease in velocities and accelerations recorded
at A and A0 . However, there is a sudden inverse jump of
velocities corresponding to level III and level IV . In addition, according to Table 6, it is found that sudden increase
occurs in acceleration values from water level II to level
557
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Table 6.

Maximum velocities and accelerations at the crest points in
stream direction; NL-DCM

Velocity (m/s)
Point

A0

Acceleration (m/s2 )

Point A Point A0 Point A

Level (IV) 1.41

1.41

31.88

38.98

Level (III) 1.24

1.24

32.32

43.98

Level (II) 1.23

1.33

54.48

47.68

Level (I)

1.08

91.05

54.47

Figure 15.

1.48

Figure 17.

Non-concurrent envelope of acceleration along the
height of the crown cantilever; NL-DCM

Response along the Crown Cantilever

Figure 15 shows non-concurrent envelope of displacement
along height of the crown cantilever. For each water level,
there are two graphs representing behavior of the two
adjacent nodes on two opposite sides of the central joint.
The difference between the two pair envelopes decreases
when the reservoir water level is raised indicating smaller
joint sliding at high reservoir water levels. Comparing
pair envelopes corresponding to the four analyzed cases,
impounding the reservoir from level I to level III leads to
decreasing the maximum displacements along the height
of the cantilever. However, there is a sudden jump when
reservoir water level is raised from level III to level IV .
Figure 16 shows the non-concurrent envelope of velocity
along the height of the crown cantilever. It is noteworthy
that due to close velocity of two coincident nodes pertinent to opposite sides of the joint, for each considered
reservoir level, velocity of node located on the right side
of joints are shown in figure. However, note that there
is some difference between velocities of coincident nodes
558

Non-concurrent envelope of velocity along the height of
the crown cantilever; NL-DCM

Non-concurrent envelope of displacement along the
height of the crown cantilever; NL-DCM

I. It seems that the joint between blocks weakens due to
the application of the resultant forces to the node and this
leads to movements with high acceleration called projectile motion.

5.2.

Figure 16.

on opposite sides in upper parts of the dam body when
reservoir water are in levels I and II (as shown in Table 6).
Comparing envelopes corresponding to the four analyzed
cases, it is found that from level I to level III, maximum velocities along height of the cantilever decrease. However,
there is an increase when reservoir is raised form level III
to level IV .
Figure 17 shows non-concurrent envelope of acceleration
along the height of the crown cantilever. Clearly, dewatering the reservoir leads to discrepancy in acceleration recorded along the cantilever specially at portions
out of the reservoir in such a way that for level IV , there
is a good agreement between accelerations of coincident
nodes on left and right sides of the joint. At level I, seismic
behavior of two opposite sides of the joints is completely
different due to low pressures applied on upstream face of
the dam body.
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5.3.

Stresses within dam body

Non-concurrent envelope of maximum and minimum principal stresses on upstream and downstream faces of the
dam body are shown in Figures 18 and 19. Comparing
maximum principal stress envelopes shows that the increase in water level from level I to level IV leads to a
decrease in extension of high tensile stressed areas on
both downstream and upstream faces. In addition, the
maximum tensile stress (red colored area in Figure 18)
generated in dam is higher when the reservoir water level
is low. The maximum tensile stress in level I is about
8.8 MPa which is higher than the concrete dynamic tensile stress, (ft )dynamic , and can leads to damage as will be
discussed in the next Section. There are almost little or
no tensile stresses (less than 0.5MPa) in lower parts of
the dam body for water levels III and VI. On the other
hand, as shown in Figure 19, due to arching action of the
dam body, compressive stressed areas on two faces of the
dam body are extended due to impounding the reservoir.
The compressive stresses near the crest area is about 20
MPa for level VI while it decreases to about 12 MPa at
water level I. In all cases, the upper central parts of the
dam body have the higher compressive stresses (higher in
value) than the area in lower parts and in the vicinity of
the dam-foundation interface.

5.4.

Uniaxial and biaxial failure

In order to assess the local damage, concrete uniaxial and
biaxial failure curves may be used. The biaxial failure
envelope for the Dez dam is shown in Figure 20. The
concrete biaxial failure envelope has been improved from
that given originally by Kupfer et al. [36], also described
in Wang and Hsu [37]. Also, the linear variation of concrete strength in the compression-tension region is substituted by a quadratic curve as proposed by Chen [38].
Different zones of performance as well as their mathematical relations are summarized in this Figure. Figure 21
represents principal stresses of the dam body on biaxial failure stress curves and Table 7 gives the percentage
of candidate nodes for cracking within the dam body. In
this Table, not only the actual biaxial failure envelope
but also the uniaxial and nearby-biaxial failure criterions are used for comparison. In nearby-biaxial failure
curve, it is assumed that the variation of the strength in
compression-tension region is completely linear. Based
on this Figure, operation of the dam at high reservoir levels leads to generation of the higher compressive stresses
within the dam body while operating in lower water levels increases tensile stresses especially in downstream
face. In all cases, biaxial failure criteria lead to higher
cracking-prone area in dam body than the uniaxial model.

Table 7.

Total percentage of the candidate nodes for cracking

Reservoir level Uniaxial failure Biaxial failure Nearby-biaxial
failure
Level (IV)

1.03 %

1.90 %

3.79 %

Level (III)

3.22 %

3.74 %

4.77 %

Level (II)

5.86 %

7.13 %

9.89 %

Level (I)

6.14 %

7.36 %

10.40 %

Comparing the level II and I reveals that the percentage
of the candidate nodes and also crack-prone area is close
together; however operating the dam at level I leads to
distribution of the cracking in lower parts of the upstream
face and therefore increases the risk of dam failure. As
seen, the behavior of the dam body at higher reservoir levels is improved in terms of structural safety due to reduced
cracked areas.

6.

Discussion on results

For discussion of results and considering the effect of
joints on seismic behavior of the dam body when reservoir water level fluctuates, results of the present article
are compared with those obtained from analyzing the linear elastic (LE) model reported in (Hariri-Ardebili et. al.
[39]). Non-concurrent envelopes of displacement along
the central cantilever for LE and NL-DCM are shown in
Figure 22. Due to joints effect and stage construction
consideration, maximum displacements along the central
block resulted from NL-DCM are meaningfully larger than
those in LE model. These differences are more significant
at higher levels of the cantilever. In addition, dewatering
the reservoir leads to an increase in the differences between LE and NL-DCM models at higher levels which is
due to sliding of joints experienced in NL-DCM model.
On the velocity envelopes along the central cantilever,
generally it can be concluded that velocities obtained from
LE model are less than those resulted from NL-DCM. On
the acceleration envelopes along the central cantilever,
it is found that results obtained from LE and NL-DCM
models are the same approximately at wet locations. At
locations which are dry, the resulted accelerations from
NL-DCM are larger than those from LE model especially
when reservoir is at lower levels. Comparing stress results, it is found that maximum principal stress envelope
obtained from the two models is similar with comparable values at high levels of the reservoir. Dewatering
the reservoir leads to reduction in the maximum principal
stress of NL-DCM model as compared to those obtained
from LE model. However, for all reservoir water levels,
minimum principal stress (which is maximum compressive
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Figure 18.

Non-concurrent envelope of the maximum first principal stresses ; (Pa)

Figure 19.

Non-concurrent envelope of the minimum third principal stresses; (Pa)

stress) is larger for NL-DCM. This fact shows that the
presence of joints has a significant effect on the behavior
of the dam body. In addition, comparing nodal stresses
using uni-axial and biaxial stress criterion, the trend of
changing the number of cracked nodes with fluctuating the
reservoir water level are the same. However, the number
of node candidates for cracking in NL-DCM is somewhat
less than those in LE model.
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7.

Conclusions

In the present study, the effect of contraction and peripheral joints and reservoir water level variations on the
nonlinear seismic behavior of high concrete arch dams is
investigated. The reservoir is modeled as a compressible medium and the foundation rock is assumed to be
massless. The nonlinearity is accounted for in modeling the opening/closing and sliding on joints interface.
Stage construction effects including joint grouting based
on available construction reports are considered. In addition, for identifying the stress state of each node, the

M.A. Hariri-Ardebili, H. Mirzabozorg, M.R. Kianoush

Figure 20.

Biaxial failure envelope of the concrete

uni-axial and biaxial failure envelopes in the stress space
is utilized. Dez double curvature arch dam in Iran is considered as a case study. Based on the extracted results
from analyzing NL-DCM models, reservoir water level
variations significantly affect the seismic response of high
concrete arch dams. As such, raising the reservoir water level leads to lowering the extension of high tensile
stressed regions and increasing the compressive stresses
within the dam body. In addition, modelling joints leads
to lower tensile stresses when the reservoir water level is
low. However, compressive stresses within the dam body
in NL-DCM model are larger than those obtained from
linear model for the analyzed cases. Generally speaking,
it can be concluded that operating arch dams at high water levels provide a better margin of safety against dam
failure under the maximum credible level earthquake. Although failure of the dam in terms of complete release
of the reservoir water may increase the economic losses,
environmental damages, damages to cultural resources or
even loss of life, all these factors should be considered
in risk analysis of the considered dam. The conclusions
presented in this paper are based on structural analysis
and do not consider the consequences of the dam failure.
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Figure 21.

Distribution of principal stresses within the dam body using biaxial failure curves
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